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Abstract

Object detection and tracking is an essential preliminary task in event analysis systems (e.g. Visual surveillance). Typically objects are extracted and tagged, forming representative tracks of their activity. Tagging is usually performed by probabilistic data association. However, as data may have been collected at different times or in different locations, it is often impossible to establish such associations in systems capturing disjoint areas. In this case, appearance matching is a valuable aid. This paper proposes a object matching method for multi-camera by combining HOG and block LBP, and computes accuracy rate by SVM. Using independent tracks of 30 different persons, we show that the proposed representation effectively discriminates visual object and that it presents high resilience to incorrect object segmentation and illumination. Experimental results show that the average accuracy rate is up to 80%.
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1. Introduction

The object tracking under the environment of non-overlapping multi-camera surveillance is one of the crucial issues in the wide area video surveillance studies. Compared with single-camera and overlapping multi-camera tracking, non-overlapping multi-camera tracking has its own particularity. First of all, in non-overlapping camera views, object image are not continuous in spaces and time; Secondly, the appearance model of a object varies under in different views because of the influence of illumination, posture and the camera's parameters. Therefore, most of the traditional video object tracking techniques and researching frameworks are necessary to be improved.

The current solution is extract the external feature and the spatiotemporal feature from the object, and combined with the constraints of time and spaces when transferred between cameras with the help of topology relations, and then matching then feature by using correlation algorithm on different camera so as to gain the corresponding relationship of the object in different cameras, achieve the object. The extracting and matching of the correlation feature of the object is the key point of the study, matching effect will directly affect the performance of the tracking algorithm. At present, the matching method mainly includes the establishment of appearance of the object (Appearance Model), transfer model between the appearance of the object in different cameras (Transfer Model), and the estimation of similarity degree, etc. Appearance model is established by using the object feature captured in the different cameras which includes color, point, line, regional, geometric, feature model etc. In the existing research results, researchers often choose one or combine some of these features to build the appearance model matching.

Researchers have tried using a variety of appearance feature of human object matching which mainly based on the color feature [1-6], point feature [7] or the combination of them at home and abroad[8]. The color-based mainly uses the color histogram, and combined with the brightness variation function to respond to changes in brightness between different cameras. The advantage adapt for the non-rigid object matching, things always has two sides followed by disadvantages: one is light conditions, another is the BTF acquisition between cameras, the overhead computational cost leads it is difficult to meet the real-time requirements, so this paper focus on the LBP feature under blocked Gaussian [9-11]. LBP descriptors can maintain good
performed though big changes of illumination on the object’s surface. The original LBP operator is relatively large influenced by the noise, however, it is improved by the blocked Gaussian differential scale description, that is, robust to noise, maintaining stable illumination at the same time, to the color feature, can be easily response to illumination changes, without calculating the BTF. While the point-based, such as the scale-invariant feature, visual words need to be computed, that is cluster unfixed points according to the clustering algorithm, to generate the object model, the sixth reference reached 11110 cluster centers, so the advantage of HOG feature is self-evident [12-15]. HOG feature and SIFT feature are similar [16-17], but no descriptor number difference, so HOG feature are robust against registration error in that it compute the gradient direction which located in small area of the image, and the HOG computed feature facilitate extraction of the fixed dimension, does not involve the point number control [18-19]. The parameter extracted from adjusting process of HOG feature can effectively describe the shape information of the human body, to quantify the position and direction of spaces, to some extent, restrain the translational and rotational effects [20]. The illumination normalization process in the HOG computation, and the LBP descriptor invariant feature of illumination, combined such this combination makes the feature have a strong robustness to illumination changes.

2. Object Detection and Tracking under the Single-Camera

The first operation is segmentation of the moving object using background subtraction techniques, and then is object tracking using particle filter for the video sequences from each camera.

The background differential method, inter-frame differential method and optical flow method are available for moving object segmentation. This paper presents the background differential method based on the statistical background subtraction techniques. The advantage of this method is to reconstruct the background successfully whether the background of image is complete or not. First, put the N frames of video in the buffer area, transformed into grayscale images and count the pixels number of the same position, select the highest as the position’s pixel values so as to construct grayscale background. Then reconstruct the colorful background according to the corresponding relation between gray pixel and the original colorful image. Next, segment the object binary image by using the current frame subtracts the background frame. Finally is tracking using the particle filter method after segmentation of moving object. In the test, the particle number N is set to 500, the width and height of object external rectangle are respectively 20 and 44. The tracking results are shown in figure 1.

![Figure 1. Particle filter tracking results](image)

3. Matching Algorithm Based on the HOG and Blocked Gaussian Differential LBP

3.1. HOG Feature

The HOG (Histograms of Oriented Gradients) feature is a local descriptor which commonly used as the descriptor for object detection. Following is the five basic of feature extraction:

1) Ignoring the image normalization process, to transform input image into grayscale image;
2) Computing the gradient from the image’s horizontal ordinate and vertical ordinate, then further, computing the matrix of gradient direction of each pixel position.
3) Dividing the image window into several small areas of same size which called “cells”. Then operate on all pixels in each cell, count histogram of gradient direction from the intracellular pixel in accordance with the previous fixed direction division standard.
4) Normalizing gradient histogram in the block. Different blocks sharing a same cell and cell’s normalization based on the different blocks so as to different computing results. Therefore, the feature of same cell will appear different results many times in final result’s vector.
5) Collecting HOG feature. Collect computed HOG feature from all the overlapping blocks and combine them into the final feature vector in the detection window.

This paper omitting the normalization process of the object image and segment the object’s size without the mandatory conversion. And divide object into cells at the size of 5*5 pixel per one, four (2^2) cells composed of a block, so multiple overlapping blocks covering the entire object area. Since the computing of histogram in accordance with the 180 degree of gradient direction, and divided into 9 parts, the dimension of is nine in each cell’s gradient histogram, and each block consists of four cells, so 4*9=36 dimensional feature vectors compose a block. In the test, the scanning sequence of the block is line-by-line and the interval is two, namely the odd pixel one as the starting pixel of block. Serializing feature vectors of the first 36 blocks when collecting the HOG feature, and composing the final feature vector of object images. Because the dimension of the feature of each block is 36, therefore, a total of 36*36=1296 dimensions feature vectors for each image.

3.2. Blocked Gaussian Differential Scale LBP feature

LBP is a texture descriptor which portraying local gray change of the image using local texture mode and count the local texture structure according to the texture spectrum histogram. The basic LBP feature is a 3 × 3 neighborhood binary description. 3 × 3 neighborhood taken from any point of the original image, and the point’s pixel value is the threshold which compared respectively with the gray value of the eight pixels in neighborhood, and generate a binary mode which encoded by the binary pattern. The value of the LBP feature of the pixel of center point is equal to value that convert binary code into a decimal number.

This paper describes the LBP feature of blocked Gaussian scale spaces of image, the basic steps: first setting up different, Gaussian scale spaces for the object image after segmentation, getting the image of the Gaussian differential scale spaces according to the difference operation which be used for the computing of histogram of the blocked LBP feature, and serializing the as the histogram of the object image. In short, Two basic steps: 1) Setting up the Gaussian differential scale spaces 2) Computing histograms of the blocked LBP.

1) Constructing Gaussian differential scale spaces

Generally speaking, the purpose of constructing this scale spaces is to simulate the multi-scale feature of image data. In the test, Gaussian function is used to establish the scale spaces, because Gaussian convolution kernel is the only linear kernel that can help to realize scale transformation. Here formula [1] & [2] is used to define the scale spaces of double-dimensional image and Gaussian function:

\[ L(x, y, \sigma) = G(x, y, \sigma) \ast I(x, y) \]

\[ G(x, y, \sigma) = \frac{1}{2\pi\sigma^2} e^{-(x^2+y^2)/2\sigma^2} \]  

To lessen the complexity of time and spaces, the concept of the Differential scale spaces of Gauss (DOG), generated from different scales of Gaussian differential kernel and image convolution is introduced here. The test set two different scale coordinates to create two different scale spaces, where the scale factors were respectively 2 and 0.08. Then the Gaussian differential scale spaces are gained by the differential computing. Following the DOG computational formula:

\[ D(x, y, \sigma) = (G(x, y, \sigma_1) - G(x, y, \sigma_2)) \ast I(x, y) = L(x, y, \sigma_1) - L(x, y, \sigma_2) \]
2) Blocked LBP histogram

Blocked LBP feature describe the object by multi-section histogram sequence of images with LBP feature under differential scale spaces. First, divide the Gaussian differential images into sub-blocks by the size of $2 \times 2$ pixels (Ensuring that all sub-block do not overlap each other), and determine the values of all points in each sub-block. Second, analyze each LBP sub-block with histograms, then joint all the histogram gained a final sequence as the LBP description. To extract this LBP descriptor, it set factors as: $P=8$, $R=2$, i.e., the description is fulfilled by 8 points circle the center pixel with 2 as the radius. So the dimension of LBP descriptor is $256 \times 4=1024$.

3.3. Matching the Implementation Parameters of the Moving Object

This study selectively uses the support vector machine (SVM) which shows unique advantages in solving small sample, non-linear and high dimensional pattern recognition. The basic idea is, using a nonlinear mapping $p$, to map the sample spaces to a high dimensional, and even infinite-dimensional feature spaces (Hilbert spaces), so that making the nonlinear separable problem in original sample spaces into a linear separable one in the feature spaces.

The test were conducted on the platform of Matlab R2010a, whose configuration is Pentium (R) Dual-Core CPU 2.20GHz RAM 2.00GB. SVM classification follows the standards by Mr. Lin Zhiren in Version libsvm-3.1. The HOG feature extracted from the samples and LBP feature under blocked Gaussian differential scales were as the input of SVM. Before the classification, in order to balance the function of each feature component of a feature vectors works, external normalization processing was to take on the feature vectors by the following normalizing mapping:

$$f : x \rightarrow y = \frac{x - x_{\text{min}}}{x_{\text{max}} - x_{\text{min}}}$$

[4]

Wherein $x$, $y$, respectively, stands for sample feature and post-normalization sample feature, $x_{\text{min}} = \text{min}(x)$, $x_{\text{may}} = \text{max}(x)$. The effect of normalization is that the original data is structured to $[0,1]$ range, i.e. $y \in [0,1]$. This process is called Range $[0,1]$ normalization. Test take radial basis function as kernel function, then gaining penalty parameter $c$ and radial basis-kernel function parameters $g$ through cross-validation.

4. Test Results and Analysis

4.1. Data Sets

In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed method, we created a data set: $D_{30}$, $D_{30}$ includes 30 independent visual objects from Shopping Center data set of CAVIAR Test Case Scenarios. These 30 moving object is segmented and selected from 26 video sequences in the original data set by the method of object detection introduced in Section II. 3300 frame sequence is used for training and testing in the experiment, and this frame sequence includes the 30 independent objects, as is shown in Figure 2. The Experiment is conducted in 3 separate groups, each of whom includes 10 objects. Test are repeated in different time periods, at different places on a same object with the following two conditions taken into consideration: First, due to the environment the two cameras locate is different, results in light changes in different sequences; second, due to the angles of the two cameras are different, with the distance change of the moving object in the sequence, leads to some parts of the object being out of monition, as is shown in Figure 3 and Figure 4.

4.2. SVM Classification Results

The paper extracted HOG feature and LBP feature under blocked Gaussian differential scale as the input of SVM, and experimented in 3 categorized object groups. Group1 selected 50 frames as the training samples and 90 as the testing samples, while group 2 and group 3 selected 50frames as the training samples and 50 as the test samples. Illumination changes and partially blocked object in the video frames are included in the samples, which are used in the calculation of matching accuracy under the change in light and partially blocked cases.
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Figure 2. The 30 available visual objects in dataset

Figure 3. The illumination of same object changes in the video frames in the different cameras and time

Figure 4. The appearance of same object changes in the video frames in the one camera at different time

The LBP block size is $2 \times 2$, the Gaussian differential scale $\sigma$ were respectively 2 and 0.08.

First, conduct the test separately all by the algorithm afore-proposed in 3 categorized groups. Figure 5(a) shows the categorized confusion matrix data of Group 1 based on the algorithm afore-proposed, in which, the bestc=0.00097, bestg=0.0078, and the matching accuracy is 91.1%. The test the three groups in test were repeated five times, the average
accuracy of the experimental results is listed in Table 1. As the table shows, the object image to object matching accuracy is all over 80%.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group 1</th>
<th>Group 2</th>
<th>Group 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy rate</td>
<td>85.6%</td>
<td>82.1%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. The accuracy of the proposed algorithm matching

Next, categorize the three groups by HOG feature and LBP feature. Figure 5 (b) shows the confusion matrix data of Group 1 categorized only by HOG feature, in which, the best $c=2$, best $g=0.03$ and the matching accuracy was 72.2%. The experimental result of the 3 groups is the average value of 5 repetitions, as is shown in Table 2. Figure 5 (c) shows the confusion matrix data of Group 1 categorized only by LBP feature, in which, the best $c=0.00097$, best $g=0.003$ and the matching accuracy was 76.6%. Shown in Table 3 is the average value of the three groups’ matching accuracy after 5 repetitions.

Table 2. The accuracy rate under single-HOG matching algorithm

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group 1</th>
<th>Group 2</th>
<th>Group 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy rate</td>
<td>74.4%</td>
<td>70%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. The accuracy rate under single-LBP matching algorithm

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group 1</th>
<th>Group 2</th>
<th>Group 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy rate</td>
<td>68.8%</td>
<td>70%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
From the above three tables, it can be concluded that, due to the robustness HOG feature showed to the objects' posture, it can capture the objects regardless of their slight movements, while since the blocked LBP feature under Gaussian scale difference showed better robustness to noise, it can play a complementary role to HOG-feature matching in complex background changes of light. Seeing from the confusion matrix A, when matching by the proposed algorithm feature, it may lead to mismatching due to the objects' changes of postures and the similarity in outer skeleton. From the confusion matrix A, B and C, for each kind of the objects, the matching accuracy rate is higher with the two complementary feature combined than with them separated, to be exact, the former is about 10%-20% higher than the latter. Namely, the effect when monitoring with the two feature combined is better than that when doing so alone with any of them, HOG feature or LBP feature.

Different solutions are oriented to different assumptions, different geometric constraint and camera topological relation constraint, for example. To this extent, it's kind of unrealistic to compare the method propose in this paper with that proposed in works [6] and [7] directly. However, what can be compared directly is the matching performance of SIFT and color spectral methods adopted in works [6] & [7]. Table 4 shows classification accuracy comparison. And from it, We know that when matching with SIFT feature, the data of its descriptor is enormous, this can also be seen from the feature's size. As for accuracy, the feature proposed in this paper is the highest among the three methods. And see from feature's size and classification rate comprehensively, the proposed method achieved very good results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Classification rate</th>
<th>Feature size</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MCSHR</td>
<td>71.6</td>
<td>Variable from ~200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIFT</td>
<td>67.2</td>
<td>Variable from 1000 to 5000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOG-LBP</td>
<td>85.6</td>
<td>Fixed 2536</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. Conclusion
The visualized multi-cameras surveillance system mainly depends on the process of object segmentation and tracking. So far, most tracking technology is based on single-camera tracking, and many algorithms have been proposed for multi-camera tracking, but usually, the correlation between cameras are known. The object matching algorithm of performance model which combined Histograms of Oriented Gradients (HOG) feature and blocked Gaussian differential scale LBP feature, brought forth in this paper, proven to be effective in the non-overlapping views multi-camera tracking system. The simulations reveal that: the multi-camera object matching algorithm combined HOG feature and LBP feature under blocked Gaussian differential scale show robust performance in the situation where illumination changes and small part of covering. The combination of the two complementary feature make the matching performance enhanced, and meet well the needs brought about by illumination changes and partial covering. Aided tracking in multi-camera tracking system performs, for it is qualified in object distinction and adapted to the changes of object.
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